module Lambda where

-- Character testing functions come from here:
import Data.Char

-- Returns the input, but with only the upper-case characters
uppersOnly :: String -> String
uppersOnly str = filter isUpper str

-- Same, but Ε-reduced
uppersOnly' :: String -> String
uppersOnly' = filter isUpper

-- Capitalize every letter in the string
toUpperStr :: String -> String
toUpperStr str = map toUpper str

-- increment every number by 1
incByOne :: [Integer] -> [Integer]
incByOne nums = map inc nums
  where
    inc x = x + 1

-- same, but using a Ε-expression
incByOne' :: [Integer] -> [Integer]
incByOne' nums = map (\x -> x + 1) nums

-- same, but using an operator section
incByOne'' :: [Integer] -> [Integer]
incByOne'' nums = map (1+) nums

-- same, but Ε-reduced. (This is how I would write it.)
incByOne''' :: [Integer] -> [Integer]
incByOne''' = map (1+)

-- Filter the input list so that only numbers divisible by 2 or 3
filterNums :: [Integer] -> [Integer]
filterNums = filter (\x -> even x || (x 'mod' 3 == 0))

-- check whether a number is prime
isPrime :: Integer -> Bool
isPrime n = n > 1 && null (filter (\d -> n 'mod' d == 0) [2 .. n-1])

-- all primes up to a limit
allPrimesUpTo :: Integer -> [Integer]
allPrimesUpTo n = filter isPrime [2..n]

-- all primes.
allPrimes :: [Integer]
allPrimes = filter isPrime [2..]

-- split off any leading zeroes
leadingZeroes :: String -> (String, String)
leadingZeroes numStr = span (== '0') numStr

-- split off the first sentence, ended by a '.'
firstSentence :: String -> (String, String)
firstSentence str
  | (sentence_no_dot, '.': rest) <- break (== '.') str
  = (sentence_no_dot ++ ".", rest)
  | otherwise
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73:    = (str, "")
74:
75:    -- Like the last one, but works only if the first sentence begins with a
76:    -- capital letter.
77: firstSentenceWithCapital :: String -> (String, String)
78: firstSentenceWithCapital str
79:    -- The "@" means an "as-pattern". This means that sentence_no_dot
80:    -- refers to the whole first part of the string, while 'first' is the
81:    -- first character
82:   | (sentence_no_dot@(first:_), '.' : rest) <- break (== ".") str
83:   , isUpper first   -- we can have multiple guards, separated by commas
84:   = (sentence_no_dot ++ ".", rest)
85:   | otherwise
86:   = (str, "")